Borefts Bier Festival
2010
24 en 25 september 2010

Official Festival Programme

Welcome
What a delight to have you here at our second Borefts Beer Festival! Our
goal is to promote good craft beers that are brewed all around Europe to
a wide public and with you being here we gained another soul we hope. If
you are already a member of the real beer loving crowd than it's just as
great to have you here as we can offer you the most wonderful, original
and exclusive beers from Europe.
In total 10 breweries are attending this year presenting 7 countries. We
have over 90 beers that go from easy going to powerful and complex.
From very sweet to very sour. From refreshing light bitter to harsh and
spicy. You name it, we have it! Except a pale lager or pilsner. Not that
there's anything wrong with a cold pint but you can get it anywhere.
Last year we did a pilot for the festival and it turned out great. Hundreds
of people filled out our suggestions form. The most heard suggestion was
to have a festival programme. And as you can see we listened to that
suggestion. The second most heard suggestion was to continue the
festival. And we did as well. Just like more beers with lower ABV, one
location instead of two, water bottles and a two day festival instead of just
one.
We hope you'll have fun!
Brouwerij de Molen

Who brewed the best Vuur & Vlam?
We thought we'd do a contest this year. There are so many great
breweries present but who brews the best? There's only one way to find
out in our opinion: they should all brew the same beer. So Brouwerij de
Molen gave away a little part of their most kept secrets: the recipe to Vuur
& Vlam, alight India Pale Ale. Almost all brewers brewed their Vuur &
Vlam to this recipe. It's up to the visitors of the festival to decide which
brewer made the best Vuur & Vlam.

Food with beer
The De Molen’s restaurant has a growing reputation in preparing good
food and pairing the dishes with good beers.
During the festival freshly baked bread with our beer pate, local cheese,
ham or tuna salad will be available the whole day.
Starting at 5:00 PM two warm dishes will be served:
Beef & Beer: a beef stew
Live & Let Live: a vegetarian stew
Both prepared of course with De Molen beers.
Food can be bought and paid with cash only in the brewing room.
Prices:
Sandwiches
Warm dishes

€ 4,50
€ 7,50

Water-girl
During the festival we advise you to drink (also) plenty of water. This does
not only prevent you from dehydration but it also cleans your taste-buds.

Our ‘Water-girl’ serves mineral water for only € 1,00 a 50cl bottle.

Floor Plan

Beers by brewery
Brewers sorted alphabetically after de Molen. Beers sorted by ABV.

Brouwerij de Molen, Bodegraven, Netherlands
Barrel Aged Porter

5.7%

Keg

Porter

A regular English Porter aged on oak casks for a couple of months. This gives the
beer a more mellow flavour and soft mouth feel.
Your notes:

Vuur & Vlam

6.2%

Keg

IPA

This is our – the original – Vuur & Vlam. Brewed with 5 different hops and dryhopped
with Cascade. This makes it a pretty hoppy IPA.
Your notes:

Blond met een Pond

6.2%

Keg

Blond

Our regular Blond but with an exceptional touch. We used 1 pound of hop per keg to
give it a more dry feeling and more hoppy taste.
Your notes:

Bloed, Zweet & Tranen Bruichladdich Barrel

8.1%

Keg

Smoked

Our regular Bloed, Zweet & Tranen brewed by accident – at first – with malt from the
Bruichladdich distillery, instead of the usual smoked malt.
Your notes:

Amarillo

9.2%

Cask

Imperial IPA

An Imperial IPA brewed exclusively with Amarillo hop. This makes it a strong blond
ale with lots of fruity and floral notes.
Your notes:

Kopi Loewak Calvados Barrel

9.5%

Keg

Imperial Stout

Kopi Loewak is the most expensive coffee in the world. We used this to create this
beer. Note: we made only 40 litres of this Calvados BA batch.
Your notes:

Hemel & Aarde Bruichladdich Barrel

10.0%

Keg

Imperial Stout

Heaven & Earth from a oak barrel that added peat, wood and whiskey flavours to the
roasted barley and chocolate already there.
Your notes:

Hel & Verdoemenis Bordeaux Barrel

11.0%

Keg

Imperial Stout

Our price winning Hel & Verdoemenis aged in Bordeaux wine oak barrels. This extra
touch of wood and red wine makes it even more impressive.
Your notes:

Ziel & Zaligheid

11.2%

Keg

Imperial Stout

A special brewering technique gives this imperial stout the extra flavour of umami.
Next to all the chocolate, dried dark fruits, roasted barley and smooth mouth feel.
Your notes:

Hel & Verdoemenis Misto

12.0%

Keg

Imperial Stout

What else can be said than a must have for the lovers of coffee, chocolate, vanilla,
oak, toffee and bourbon.
Your notes:

Black Damnation 666

14.0%

Keg

Imperial Stout

New to our collection and the strongest imperial stout so far. This is no beer for the
faint hearted. Be warn but enjoy!
Your notes:

Machtig & Mooi Cognac Barrel

17.0%

Keg

Barleywine

Powerful and beautiful. That's what the name means and that's what the beer is. As
simple as that. Aged on oak Cognac barrels.
Your notes:

Picobrouwerij Alvinne, Heule, Belgium
Alvinne/Twickenham Naked Ladies

4.4%

Bottle Bitter

A collaboration brew with Twickenham Fine Ales. Floral and hoppy in both nose and
flavour. Finishes light fruity and pretty bitter.
Your notes:

Alvinne Vuur & Vlam

6.0%

Bottle IPA

Contestant for The Best Vuur & Vlam trophy. Keep that in mind!
Your notes:

Morpheus Wild Undressed

5.2%

Cask

Sour Ale

This is one of the basic beers for Alvinne Morpheus Wild. It gives this blend the sourness,
acid and mellow flavours and feeling it needs. Try it pure!
Your notes:

Alvino 2009 Bourgogne Barrel

5.5%

Bottle Fruit beer

Strong tasting fruit beer that aged on Bourgogne wine barrels for months. This is
very much detected in the flavour together with malt, oak and mild spices.
Your notes:

Kerasus 2009

5.5%

Bottle Fruit beer

Tart aroma with intense cherries. Stunning full of cherry flavour. Aging this fruit beer
did it more than some good. Try and suprise yourself.
Your notes:

Morpheus Wild

5.9%

Bottle Sour ale

Another great example of a flemish brown. Lactic sour and herbal nose. Flavour is
sourish, oak and fruity. Smooth mouth feel. A historic revelation.
Your notes:

Bolleville Calvados Barrel

10.5%

Bottle Belgian Strong Ale

A strong ale brewed as the old Belgians would have. Ageing it in Calvados barrels
gave a grape and oak flavour to the liquorice and dried fruit.
Your notes:

Night Owl

14.7%

Bottle Barleywine

Alvinne was toying around with the idea of doing a night time brew for quite a while.
Finally they did this not English, not quadrupel but a Belgian style Barleywine.
Your notes:

Brauerei Beck, Trabelsdorf, Germany
Elevator

9.5%

Keg

Doppelbock

Collaboration brew between Beck, Närke and de Molen. Together they created this
heavily hopped strong Doppelbock.
Your notes:

Bierbrouwerij Grand-Café Emelisse, Kamperland, Netherlands
Emelisse Vuur & Vlam

6.3%

Keg

IPA

Contestant for The Best Vuur & Vlam trophy. Keep that in mind!
Your notes:

Smoked Porter

7.0 %

Bottle Porter

Lightly smoked porter with subtle note of smoke in both aroma and flavour. Bitter
and dry but also a complex balance of wood, flowers and chocolate.
Your notes:

Herfstbock

7.0%

Bottle Bock

Not a standard Dutch Bock. Mildly roasted giving it coffee and chocolate flavours
next to the dark dried fruit, rye and herbs.
Your notes:

Double IPA

9.0%

Bottle Imperial IPA

A hazy golden beer with lots of hops and firm body. Due to the mix of American and
English hops it has fruity, floral and citrus aroma's and flavours.
Your notes:

Espresso Stout

10.0%

Bottle Imperial Stout

Cookies and espresso with cream. That's what the aroma will remind you of. Robust
and big coffee flavour with delicate and balanced hops, light grassy finish.
Your notes:

Triple IPA

10.0 %

Keg

Imperial IPA

Going beyond the Double IPA is what the brewer intended. And he succeeded with
this excellent Tripe IPA. Intense bitterness, grapefruit and other fruits.
Your notes:

Black & Tan (Bowmore Barrel)

10.5 %

Bottle Imperial IPA

An Imperial IPA aged on Bowmore barrels for a couple of months. Aging a blond ale
mellows it a little and gives it sweet woody flavours. In this case with whiskey notes.
Your notes:

Imperial Doppelbock

11.0 %

Bottle Doppelbock

You take a bock and make it more powerful and more flavourful. Then you take that
a make it more powerful and more flavourful. What do you get?
Your notes:

Imperial Russian Stout (Bowmore Barrel)

11.5 %

Keg

Imperial Stout

Coffee, chocolate, oak, liquorice and both aroma and flavour. However in the flavour
the extra Bowmore whiskey kicks in.
Your notes:

Haandbryggeriet, Drammen, Norway
Bavarian Weizen

5.5%

Keg

Wheat ale

This beer is brewed with an authentic wheat yeast that produce more tartness and
less banana than usual with a smooth freshness to it, an easy drinking wheat beer.
Your notes:

Fyr & Flamme (Vuur & Vlam)

6.2%

Keg

IPA

Contestant for The Best Vuur & Vlam trophy. Keep that in mind!
Your notes:

Norwegian Wood

6.2%

Bottle Traditional

Recreation of a traditional Norwegian farm ale. Natural smoky taste because the
malt was kilned by fire, and most of it was spiced with juniper berries.
Your notes:

Røyk Uten Ild

8.5%

Bottle Smoked

Very well balanced smoked ale. A mix of chocolate, malts and smoked sausage with
a dry bitterness towards the finish. Complex yet easy to drink.
Your notes:

Bestefar

9.0%

Bottle Winter ale

Sorry, the editor didn't try this beer yet. But expect the best!
Your notes:

Good Force

9.0%

Bottle Imperial wheat

This Imperial Wheat goes beyond a normal wheat or wheat bock. It's more intense in
both flavour and aroma. Alcohol well hidden but certainly present.
Your notes:

Dobbel Dose

9.0%

Keg

Imperial IPA

Fruity and grassy aroma. Light amber colour with a firm beige head. In the flavour
again fruity and grassy but also sweet and bitter. Yet, easy going.
Your notes:

Odin's Tipple

11.0%

Keg

Imperial Stout

Yep, it's sounds like Triple but certainly isn't. Opaque coloured and loads of
chocolate, coffee, black currant accompanied by a strong sweetness.
Your notes:

Marble Brewery, Manchester, England
Pint Golden Ale

3.9%

Cask

Golden Ale

Very light in alcohol but mind-blowing hop character. Pine, hop resin and citrus with
grass and flowers in the background. Crispy finish and dry mouth feel.
Your notes:

Chocolate Marble

5.5%

Bottle Stout

A rich stoutish beer with a large dose of Chocolate malt, assertive bitterness and
residual sweetness.
Your notes:

Dobber IPA

5.9%

Cask

IPA

A massive beer in all senses and that with only 5.9% ABV. Amazing hop aroma.
Nettles, grass and more hops in the taste. Oh, I almost forget the fruits...
Your notes:

Ginger 6

6.0%

Bottle Traditional

Ginger roots and light spicy aroma. Light sweet and bitter but do you like ginger?
Come on and dig in then! This beer breaths, beats and attacks you with ginger.
Your notes:

Marble Vuur & Vlam

7.2%

Cask

IPA

Contestant for The Best Vuur & Vlam trophy. Keep that in mind!
Your notes:

Chocolate Dubbel

8.5%

Cask

Stout

A Chocolate Stout at it's best. As to be expected from this wonderful English
brewery. The Belgian yeast used gives it something extra however.
Your notes:

Decadence

8.7%

Bottle Imperial Stout

A roasty and beautifully balanced Imperial Stout. Thick chocolate malts topped with
a firm layer of hops. Luxurious mouth feel, viscous and oily.
Your notes:

Special 2009 Barley Wine

10.7%

Cask

Barleywine

This is a bad boy! Sweetness and bitterness perfectly balanced. Very malty and
extremely hopped. Silky smooth mouth feel.
Your notes:

Midtfyns Bryghus, Brobyværk, Denmark
Midtfyns Vuur & Vlam

6.5%

Keg

IPA

Contestant for The Best Vuur & Vlam trophy. Keep that in mind!
Your notes:

Midtfyns / De Molen X Porter

8.0%

Bottle Imperial Porter

Licorice, coffee, chocolate, dried dark fruits, malty and a hint of smoke in the
background. Anything else needed? Don't think so.
Your notes:

Rough Snuff

9.0%

Bottle Strong Belgian Ale

A dark strong Belgian Ale brewed on seven different malts, trappist yeast and mixed
with spices that will make any old skipper happy.
Your notes:

Chili Tripel

9.2%

Bottle Tripel

A Belgian inspired Tripel with just a pinch of chili. An elegant balance between sweet
and spicy which creates a unique warming experience.
Your notes:

Double IPA

9.2%

Bottle Imperial IPA

An American inspired dark amber beer with a beautiful light coloured head. This IPA
has a very full body with a soft, yet strong flavour and a very bitter finish.
Your notes:

Hoppy Monk

9.5%

Bottle Imperial IPA

The fabulous Belgian Trappist yeast in combination with the American hop types
give a fantastic floral aroma spiced with citrus and a just a touch of pepper.
Your notes:

Imperial Stout

9.5%

Bottle Imperial Stout

A dark and rich beer brewed from several roasted types of malt. Oak conditioned
which adds to the strong and lasting taste of coffee, bitter chocolate and vanilla.
Your notes:

Barley Wine

10.0%

Bottle Barleywine

The bitterness and the high strength combined with the taste of caramel, dried fruits
and oak make this Barley Wine a very well-balanced taste experience.
Your notes:

Mikkeller, Copenhagen, Denmark
Sour & Sweet Festival beer

5.0%

Keg

Sour ale

Sorry, the editor didn't try this beer yet. But expect the best!
Your notes:

Spontanale

5.0%

Bottle Gueuze

Aged on barrels for years and blended according to the book of Gueuze. As well as
the spontaneous fermentation. Tart and barnyard flavours. Soft and mild however.
Your notes:

Rhubarb Lambic 2010

6.0%

Keg

Lambic

Acidic aroma of citrus mixed with barnyard aroma's and leather. Earthy sour wheat
and grapes flavour. Just a hint of rhubarb but wonderfully balanced.
Your notes:

Texas Ranger Barrel Aged

6.6%

Bottle Traditional

A Porter brewed with smoked malts and several other different malts, hops and
chipotle chili. Aged in bourbon barrels for while. Yummy!
Your notes:

Bocky Vuur & Vlam Tribute

6.9%

Keg

Bock

Contestant for The Best Vuur & Vlam trophy. But a Bock version of our IPA. How the
heck did they do that?
Your notes:

Nøgne Ø / Mikkeller Tyttebær

8.0%

Bottle Sour ale

Leather, cranberries and tart aroma. All that and more in the flavour to be found.
Supremely excellent beer to pair with a good (blue) cheese.
Your notes:

1000 IBU Barrel Aged

9.6%

Bottle Imperial IPA

Yeah, you're right. It reads '1000 IBU'. This massively hopped beer is extremely
bitter but so wonderfully balanced with a malty sweetness that it's still easy going.
Your notes:

Weinbrand Red Ale Barrel Aged

10.0%

Bottle Amber ale

Sweet and well hopped ale with lots of plums, raisins, rye and even some toffee.
Wonderful creamy on the palate, soft carbonation, great character.
Your notes:

Beer Geek Breakfast Bourbon Barrel

10.7%

Bottle Imperial Stout

Both aroma and flavour are full of bourbon, chocolate, coffee and licorice. The
flavour adds some herbs, grass and vanilla to your taste-buds.
Your notes:

Santas Little Helper 2010 Barrel Aged

11.0%

Bottle Belgian Strong Ale

Since 2007 Mikkeller brews a different version of this Christmas ale. This festival has
the honour to be the first to serve the 2010 version. Intrigued? We are!
Your notes:

Black Tie

11.5%

Bottle Imperial Stout

It is a real "man’s beer" with lots of tar, smoke and burnt malts – aged in scotch
whisky barrels. It has quite a bit of smoked and roasted malts with 3% honey.
Your notes:

Brewdog / Mikkeller Devine Rebel

12.1%

Bottle Barleywine

Very fruity aroma – mainly orange. Very sweet, very bitter, loads of fruit, sweet citrus.
Sticky mouth feel. Not very complex but powerful and highly drinkable.
Your notes:

Beer Geek Brunch Weasel Bourbon Barrel

12.7%

Bottle Imperial Stout

As to be expected black chocolate, burnt malts, oak, vanilla and bourbon in both
aroma and flavour. Semi-creamy with an alcohol warming mouth feel.
Your notes:

Black Hole Rum Barrel

13.1%

Bottle Imperial Stout

Huge chocolate, caramel, vanilla, rum and oak aroma. Flavour more or less the
same but totally in your face. Impressive, powerful and complex.
Your notes:

Black Hole Red Wine

13.1%

Bottle Imperial Stout

Nose is complex with all the Imperial Stout characteristics and on top of that vinous.
Tastes malty, hoppy, chocolate, tobacco and red wine.
Your notes:

Black Hole Bourbon

13.1%

Bottle Imperial Stout

Very complex beer with heavy bourbon in both aroma and taste. Superbly combined
with chocolate, coffee, vanilla and dried dark fruits.
Your notes:

Black Hole Peated Whiskey

13.1%

Bottle Imperial Stout

Those in love with Islay whiskeys will adore this heavily peated version of Black
Hole. Smoke and wood is all over this beer.
Your notes:

Black Whisky

17.5%

Bottle Imperial Stout

Massive Imperial Stout aged on French oak whisky barrels for three months. Black
and thick as oil. An expedition for everyone to the far edges of the beer world.
Your notes:

Black Islay

17.5%

Bottle Imperial Stout

Salt, seaweed and peat in a beer? No way! Yes way! - if you let it up to Mikkeller.
You should really try this one but carefully. It's like an Imperial Imperial Stout.
Your notes:

Big Worst Barley Wine Bourbon Barrel

19.2%

Bottle Barleywine

Strong aroma of bourbon and fruit as well as notes of caramel and over ripe fruits.
Rather sweet with bourbon, malts, syrup, caramel and wood. Dry alcoholic finish.
Your notes:

Närke Kulturbryggeri, Örebro, Sweden
Närke Slättöl

4,7 %

Keg

American Pale Ale

Complex floral and citrus aroma. Very refreshing with a nice bitterness, citrus and
pine. A very good summer session ale.
Your notes:

APA Solitär

4,7 %

Keg

American Pale Ale

Cask

American Pale Ale

Sorry, the editor didn't try this beer yet. But expect the best!
Your notes:

Hoppinated APA Solitär

4,7 %

Sorry, the editor didn't try this beer yet. But expect the best!
Your notes:

Skvatt GALEn

4,9 %

Keg

Traditional Ale

Keg

Premium Bitter

Sorry, the editor didn't try this beer yet. But expect the best!
Your notes:

Örebro Bitter

5,9 %

Örebro Bitter is an English style ale, richly hopped with East Kent Golding and
Cascade. Unfiltered and unpasteurized allows the beer to keep all it's flavour.
Your notes:

Pannknektarnas Porter

6,2 %

Keg

Porter

Roasted malts – strong coffee, dark chocolate – mixed with coffee, caramel and
toffee. Aroma and flavour are alike, but in the flavour even more coffee!
Your notes:

Fyra Flammor (Vuur & Vlam)

7,5 %

Keg

IPA

Contestant for The Best Vuur & Vlam trophy. Keep that in mind!
Your notes:

Stormaktsporter 2009

9,5 %

Keg

Imperial Stout

Do we really need to describe this beer?
Your notes:

Kaggen Stormaktsporter 2009 Swedish Oak Barrel

9,5 % Keg

Imperial Stout

Do we really need to describe this beer?
Your notes:

Kaggen Stormaktsporter 2009 Bourbon Barrel

9,5 %

Keg

Imperial Stout

9,5 %

Keg

Imperial Stout

7,0%

Keg

IPA

Do we really need to describe this beer?
Your notes:

Kaggen Stormaktsporter 2009 Cognac Barrel
Do we really need to describe this beer?
Your notes:

De Struise Brouwers, Oostvleteren, Belgium
Ignis & Vlamma (Vuur & Vlam)

Contestant for The Best Vuur & Vlam trophy. Keep that in mind!
Your notes:

Struise / Mikkeller Elliot Brew

9.0%

Bottle Imperial IPA

Struise-Mikkeller is the best of two worlds. An IPA with 150 IBU, but a bitterness
hidden the Struise way, counter balanced by maltyness, alcohol and rest sugars.
Your notes:

Tjeeses 2010

10.0%

Bottle Tripel

Very spicy aroma. Sweet, jasmine, light bitter with hints of licorice and laurel.
Smooth and well balanced. Tjeeses what a beer!
Your notes:

Tjeeses Reserva 2009

10.0%

Bottle Tripel

Oak aged version of the regular Tjeeses. No less than six months did it rest in the
vessels making it even more complex.
Your notes:

Tjeeses Reserva 2010

10.0%

Keg

Tripel

The latest batch of the Tjeeses Reserva will be available on keg.
Your notes:

Pannepøt

10.0%

Keg

Belgian Strong Ale

Typical aroma of a banana, licorice and vanilla mix. Sweet, spicy complex flavour as
well with again banan, licorice and vanille.
Your notes:

Pannepot Reserva

10.0%

Bottle Belgian Strong Ale

In French oak aged regular Pannepot. Some oak is present of course but the
overwhelming malts, brown sugar, figs, vanilla, raisin and cardamom dominate.
Your notes:

Black Albert batch 0

13.0%

Bottle Imperial Stout

Bitter-sweet chocolate, fresh coffee beans, barley, candy sugar, complex fruits, and
floral hops. Underlying hints of dried fruits which marries the back of your palate.
Your notes:

Cuvee Delphine

13.0%

Bottle Imperial Stout

Very sweet, very bitter, chocolate, coffee and whisky of course. Thick, soft, warming.
Powerful stuff, flavourful. In our opinion overall great.
Your notes:

Double Black

26.0%

Keg

Imperial Stout

A ultra Imperial Stout with just the right amount of bourbon. It sounds very
dangerous but it's just a wonderful but bumpy ride through beer country.
Your notes:

Revelation Cat Craft Brewing, Rome, Italy
Rev. Cat / De Molen Beaches & Peaches

3.5%

Keg

Bitter

A very light bitter that somehow is almost like a fruit beer but no fruits harmed while
brewing this beer. Very floral, hoppy and bitter.
Your notes:

Revelation Cat / De Molen Milk Mild

3.5%

Keg

Mild

Probably the best start for this festival. Amazingly how flavourful and firm bodied this
beer is with only 3.5% ABV.
Your notes:

Revelation Cat / Mikkeller Cream Ale

5.0%

Keg

Cream ale

Hoppy and fruity (peach, apricot, melon, citrus) aroma. Very bitter and dry making it
a perfectly refreshing beer.
Your notes:

Rev. Cat / Gadd's Back To Basic West Coast

6.5%

Keg

IPA

Intense citrus hoppy aroma and flavour. This English – Italian connection combines
English quality with Italian flair.
Your notes:

Revelation Cat / Braustelle Kölsch-IPA

6.9%

Keg

IPA

Good attempt at combing German Kölsch with American IPA. Malts, biscuit,
grapefruit and floral aroma. Lime flavour, quite bitter and pretty sweet.
Your notes:

Revelation Cat Dry Hop Lambic Green Bullet

7.0%

Keg

Lambic

Revelation Cat has a series of dry hopped lambic. This one was dry hopped with
Green Bullet.
Your notes:

Revelation Cat Dry Hop Lambic Warrior

7.0%

Keg

Lambic

Revelation Cat has a series of dry hopped lambic. This one was dry hopped with
Warrior.
Your notes:

Revelation Cat Dry Hop Lambic Sterling

7.0%

Keg

Lambic

Revelation Cat has a series of dry hopped lambic. This one was dry hopped with
Sterling.
Your notes:

Rev. Cat / Gadd's Back To Basic West Coast

9.0%

Keg

Imperial IPA

Powerful American style Imperial IPA. Lots of grass and flowers in both aroma and
taste. Flavour adds a malt sweetness and bitterness to your taste-buds.
Your notes:

Rev. Cat / Snaterende Arend CitraSonic IIPA

9.5%

Sorry, the editor didn't try this beer yet. But expect the best!
Your notes:

Keg

Imperial IPA

Last round
Due to local regulations we need to close shop at 10:00 PM (22:00h).
That's why we stop tapping and pouring beer at 9:45 PM (21:45h).

Last round

The end

More info about the attending brewers?
If you're interested in more information about the attending breweries,
have a look at their websites:
www.brouwerijdemolen.nl
www.alvinne.be
www.beck-braeu.de
www.emelisse.nl
www.haandbryggeriet.net
www.marblebeers.co.uk
www.mikkeller.dk
www.midtfyns-bryghus.dk
www.kulturbryggeri.se
www.struisebrouwers.be

Festival suggestions form
Inside this programme you'll find a Festival Form. We kindly ask you for
suggestions for next years festival. Besides that you can let us know
which brewer brewed the best Vuur & Vlam.
Please fill out the form completely to help us and to take a shot at a De
Molen beer-box. Forms can deposited at the tokens cash desk.
Thank you very much!

